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I don't know how but LAXAT is managing to have four interesting shows all at one time, all 

artists I've been either following for a while or am intrigued by in way or another: Michael 

Rashkow, Adria Julia, Michael Dodge, and Brian Bress. The space isn't that big. I'll have to 

see this first, but this show is another coup for LAXART, many of the artists they work 

having been winning acolades left and right from United States Atists Grants (I'll write more 

on that tomorrow) to rumored inclusion in the super top secret cut our hand -ff double supe  

top secret list of the Whitney Biennial. Of the five, Michael Rashkow has long fascinated me 

and I've been looking forward to seeing his work for some time. I often see him holding 

forth with a quiet intensity (or as Albee might put it "a noisy relaxed quality") on one idea or 

another at parties. If I can beat the traffic, I'd love to catch the talk between critic Jan 

Tumlir and Adria Julia from 6-7 pm.  Hopefll the show holds together and looks half as good 

as Afterwards, nearer to home, a curious exhibition has popped up at at the Hyperion 

Tavern in Silverlake where Christopher Michlig has organized a show with some help from 

Tirdad Zolgadar and Bruce Hainley. The Tavern was once the gay leather bar called“Cuffs”, 

and now houses a complete law library dimly lit by large crystal chandeliers. From vice 

squad to law library, the show plays with the idea of the law and the individual. Kafkaesque 

ina  word, but the lists of artists is pretty damn good and well worth checking out with a 

night cap. The exhibtion includes York Chang, Tirdad Zolghadr, Anton Vidokle, Hila Peleg, 

William Jones, Jeremy Gilien, Jeff Ostergren, Lucas Michael, Principal Bob, Tao Urban, Jason 

Smith, Karthik, Pandian, Linda Pollack, Jeff Cain and Anna Witt.
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